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Welcome! 

 
Over the years we have hosted a wide variety of groups here on The Ojo. Every one of them had a 
memorable experience, but some groups accomplished their goals here better than others. 
 
Why?  
 
There are basically two types of groups:  self-organized, and those organized by someone else such 
as a trip leader for a program of some sort. 
 
 
Self organized groups 
 
Some self organized groups have been together for a number of years and are really good at 
knowing the roles each in the group must play to have a successful stay.  
 
Others, such as those that might be assembling together for the first time are not always so 
polished. If twenty folks come together, as in this example, and expect that everyone is going to fall 
into a useful role, they will be sorely disappointed.  
This type of group is reluctant to have someone become the ‘group leader’ for any number of 
reasons many of which might even be valid. Nonetheless, if someone does not settle into that role 
there are going to be problems. 
 
We highly encourage and may even require of a self-organizing group to provide to The Ojo a 
‘camping plan’, especially if there are over ten people in the group.  
 
Our kitchen space, as an example, is totally adequate to handle a large group but only if they 
delegate cooking responsibilities. Ten people all trying to cook a meal at the same time in the 
pavilion kitchen WILL NOT WORK.  
 
If a group has small kids in its makeup, there needs to be VERY CLEAR understanding of each 
group member in how the kids are watched over. Our little river can be a full blown torrent at 
certain times of the year. We have never had an incident involving the river and we are not going to. 
We are also wildlife friendly, and yes rattlesnakes are sometimes found near or in highly used 
areas. Snakes are not inherently dangerous, almost ALL snakebites are because the victim was 
picking up the snake.  
 
There are two showers (excluding the Ojo Cabin) available to the group. This has never been a big 
problem for any group, but it needs to be considered how they are used to insure everyone is OK in 
getting their shower at the right time. 
 
Communication between the group and The Ojo is very important. This role needs to be, either 
taken on by the group leader or delegated to someone else in the group. 
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Organized groups 
 
Groups that come here already organized by someone else, implies that the organizing person will 
be the group leader. This type of group already comes with some built in assurances that many 
details of camping together have already been considered. They know that delegation and clarity 
are important so that they can more readily achieve the goals of their group. 
 
It is still important that they fully understand the systems that are in place when they arrive here. 
The more they know about what to expect camping here, the better able they will be to judge this 
place as appropriate for their group. 
 
This group leader might want to ask themselves some basic questions such as: 
Is my group OK with compostable toilets? 
Are the folks in my group OK with sharing only two showers? 
Is my group capable of crossing the river on the two bridges that they are being asked to use? 
 
These are just a few examples but there might be a number of other valid questions. 
 
 
Below you will find a very useful section about camp care that Glenna and Dave created based on 
their personal experiences on multi day river trips. 
 
The more information YOU have before you arrive here is going to make your stay better! 
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               Lessons and Tips for Groups staying On The Ojo: 
Taken from personal experiences on 21-day river trips in the Grand Canyon 

 
 
Leadership: We ask each group to have a ‘point’ person. This person accepts responsibility for 
organizing communications among group members and with Dave, who is the manager of The Ojo.  
In addition the ‘point’ also organizes care of the grounds while the group is staying on The Ojo. On 
multi-day river trips this ‘point’ person is the Trip Leader. While river trips and camping on The 
Ojo are not the same thing, but they do share many similarities. 
 
Camp care and keeping the camp clean is the number one priority with any group. Below we offer 
you a few time-tested ways of caring for a place that leave it as beautiful and healthy as when you 
arrived.  

 

 
 
Food in general: Leaving food around, or anything that had food in it or on it, attracts a variety 
of insects almost immediately, with larger animals soon to follow.  In the Grand Canyon all groups 
are required to place a tarp on the ground under the kitchen cooking and cleaning areas to collect 
ALL food scraps, crumbs etc. which are then disposed of in an approved way. This is necessary to 
mitigate the impact that groups have on camping areas. When one group leaves, another is about to 
arrive, and they should not be expected to deal with the innumerable critters that a poorly cared for 
camp invites.  Request: Please do not set up cooking stations on the deck of the pavilion.  Put away 
all food and clean dishes and counters after each meal.  When eating outside, please pick up and 
dispose of any food scraps that drop on the deck or ground. Thank you. 
 
Campground: When on The Ojo, groups do not set up a separate camp each night, rather they 
stay in the same spot. Everyone recognizes the need to keep the campground where the tents are 
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and where you are likely to be barefoot in the middle of the night, free of clutter and trash. Groups 
generally do a good job here. Like any place that has an abundance of wildlife, like The Ojo, keeping 
food and smelly things like soap and toothbrushes out of your tent will help keep nosy animals 
away.  
 

 
 
The Pavilion: A goodly portion of group time on The Ojo is spent away from the campground and 
in or near the pavilion. This is where attention to camp care is most needed..  
 
The pavilion is the main gathering spot for groups to eat, as well as to hang out in and to interact 
with each other. Although large enough for a moderate group of up to 20 individuals, if this space is 
not kept orderly and clean, it can lose its functionality quickly.  
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Like that Grand Canyon beach, the pavilion will attract flies and ants if it is not kept clean. Casually 
wiping up spills without truly cleaning them well, will attract flies as will ANY food or food 
containers, wrappers, un-cleaned dishes, pots and pans etc. that are left on a table or stove/counter 
top. Not only does a disorderly space compete with your ability to be comfortable, it is also a way 
that illnesses spreads from one individual through the whole of the group.  
 
It is up to the ‘point’ or the Trip Leader to insure that everyone is on the same page as to 
cleanliness.  We recognize that this is not an easy task, so we are offering you one system that is 
used on most multi-day trips on the Grand Canyon.  It has proven effective, is actually quite simple, 
and distributes the responsibility among the whole of the group in a way that the group organizes 
to fit its particular needs. 
 

 
 
A Group Organized System for Camp Care 
 
The whole of the group is divided into self-formed groups that rotate the responsibility for specific 
camp care tasks.  Each group is responsible for a clearly defined role.  
 
On a typical river trip with four groups the roles would be as follows: 

• One group does food set up and cooks.  
• One group does clean up of the meal pots and pans and dishes.  
• One group takes care of fires and toilet set up and break down.  
• One group has a day off.  
• Each group rotates to a new role each day, generally shifting duties at lunch-time. 

 
On The Ojo, the toilet and fire group is unnecessary, as Dave takes care of the toilets. So, there 
might be three groups: cooking; cleanup; and off. 
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A group menu streamlines the ease of rotating group responsibilities. Menus can be as simple or 
elaborate as the group wishes. For Grand Trips of today, several companies have sprung up that, 
for a fee (which is almost always worth it!) will pack your trip food ready for pick up on your launch 
day. All food needs are cared for. These trip menus are a challenge due to the fact that coolers and 
ice are the only tools for keeping food fresh for 21 days! On The Ojo there is plenty of refrigeration 
to simplify planning. 
 
Then, using the menu for each meal, the cook crew ‘shops’ for needed items stored in labeled 
refrigerators, cupboards, boxes, etc. and prepares the meal. This is an easy process, but made 
especially so via the planning that goes into the menu and the directions, if needed, on how to 
prepare each meal.  
 
For a camping group coming to the Ojo there are several options. There are tools on-line to help 
you plan a menu, checklists to help you organize etc. Some groups have a sub-group of volunteers 
who collect input from the group members and then design a simple yet specific menu by using an 
on-line menu tool. A brief questionnaire is sent out to participants to find out what foods work and 
what does not for the group as a whole. There is some work involved in putting together a workable 
menu but when it comes time to cook, you will be happy you did it! 
 
Some groups do breakfast individually and not all in the group are around for lunch. Most groups 
will have a communal type evening meal. Maintaining the groups’ responsibilities regardless of 
eating habits, insures that after each meal the clean up crew do just that.  Group rotations and 
timing of meals, etc. can be determined by the group to meet their needs. 
 
A ‘point’ person is needed to ensure the organization of the groups, the creation of the menu and 
gathering of all the ingredients for the meals.  Needless to say, delegation is essential, along with 
good communication.  
 
How your group wants to handle the financial aspects may vary. One way is to suggest a fee to all in 
the group, to cover the cost of the foods needed to fulfill the menu. It is helpful if the ‘food’ money 
is collected first, but some groups will purchase everything with a credit card and then after 
figuring the total cost will split that up amongst the group to be paid by each individual to the 
appropriate person.  
 
The Ojo is fairly close to Santa Fe which has a Whole Foods and Trader Joe’s as well as any number 
of grocery outlets where many or all food needs can be purchased on arrival day. Of course it is also 
possible to augment food supplies during the group’s stay, as Espanola is only 15 minutes away and 
Santa Fe 45 minutes. 
 
We highly recommend this ‘group’ method for camp care.  It is hard to overstate the advantages. 
 
Consider…  

• Not everyone in the group is tripping over each other trying to get a meal together. Only the 
cook group is in the kitchen area.  

• Having everyone washing their own plate is highly inefficient. A good system set up by the 
clean up group makes this a snap.  
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• Having a day off every few days gives everyone some needed downtime when they can catch 
up on other activities. Group dynamics almost always helps those in each group to form 
special bonds, which make the whole group stronger. 

• Benefits derived from a cleaner environment make for a more comfortable stay for everyone. 
And if someone is sick in one sub-group, that person can do tasks in their group that will 
insure that everyone in the larger group does not get sick.  

 
Sanitation is crucial. Using the toilet and then coming straight into the kitchen area is one sure 
way to pass on a GI infection. Using the group system is more likely to result in the cook group 
utilizing better sanitary practices, preventing illness from spreading.  
 
Most people who come here as part of a group, have invested a lot of time and money to do so. 
Nothing is worse than to see that wasted because you are puking your guts out.  

 

 
 
Closing Thoughts:  The key to success is to arrive with a PLAN. Some groups who have spent a 
lot of time together, naturally fall into specific roles defined by their time together and do so 
successfully. Many are not so lucky. We have seen both types here on The Ojo. When Glenna or 
Dave peek into the deserted pavilion and see a filthy mess on the stove and flies covering many 
surfaces, it is obvious that camp care is not being attended to in this group. Individuals in a group 
have a responsibility to everyone else in the group. Not everyone appreciates a slob, but many 
within a group will not say so, not wishing to make waves. Organization does not mean control. 
Organization means being prepared and working together for a common goal. 
 
Finally…Glenna and Dave want to see groups who are aware. Awareness is a state of being. It is 
knowing that your actions have consequences. It is about consideration of those around you, 
human and otherwise, and the Place you are occupying. It is a challenge today to live with 
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awareness but the dividends are truly rewarding. We try to create structures here on The Ojo, some 
physical and some not, that support awareness in this small part of your journey through life. 
 

On behalf of All Our Relations (human, plant, animal, all beings) we deeply 
appreciate your intention and attention to the care of The Ojo and the spaces that 

you occupy when you are here. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


